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Recently a mother asked me for guidance in preventing 

"dawdling". What is dawdling? Every mother knows. 

Dawdling is taking more time than necessary to 

complete a task. Charlotte Mason wrote of the 

importance of securing a child’s full attention and establishing the habit of finishing 

things.  

 

If your child is “taking more time than necessary,” try these: 

 

1. Use 20-minute lessons. If a 20-minute lesson is too long, shorten it. Set a timer 

for your child, so he has a clear sense of how long the lesson is to be. 

2. Use material that is appropriate. Requiring a short narration will demonstrate 

whether you need to adapt the material or find other material for the work you 

want to accomplish. A child cannot narrate what she do not know or understand. 

3. Alternate disciplinary subjects with inspirational subjects. Charlotte Mason 

recommended a disciplinary subject be followed by an inspirational one.  Dr. 

Jack Beckman, Professor of Education at Covenant College in South Carolina and 

a Charlotte Mason  scholar reminds us  that, “Inspirational subjects touch heart 

and mind and are reflective of things such as art, music, literature, history, etc.  

Disciplinary subjects are those in which teacher-student interactions are 

necessary as students are unable to apprehend their concepts, content, and/or 

skills alone – mathematics, languages, handwriting, certain aspects of science, 

etc.”  

4. Establish the habit of finishing work in a timely way. Charlotte Mason said, 

“Habit is ten natures”. In other words, once the habit forms it is as if it were the 

child’s very nature to be that way. To read more on habit formation see Home 

Education, p.96-134.  

5. Each new lesson should recall the last. When starting a new lesson ask your 

child to recall the lesson that came the day before. Recollection of the previous 

lesson gives a context for the new knowledge. 

 


